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Introduction
Let A be a linear m-accretive operator in a Hubert space Hy and A* be its
adjoint. Then A* A is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator, and since A is relati-
vely bounded with respect to A* A with relative bound 0, it follows that for n= 1,
2, ...,A
n
=— A*A+A is also m-acretive in H. Now let {U
n
(t)\ ί^O} and
n
{U(t)\ t^O} be the contraction semigroups generated by — A
n
 and —A, respec-
tively. As is well known, U
n
(t) converges strongly to U(t) if and only if
(A
n
+ζ)~l converges strongly to (A+ζ)*1 for some ζ with Re £>0. Taking A
n
as above, A
n
u^Au for u<=D(A*A) and D(A*A) is a core of A so that (A
n
+ζ)-1
converges to (A+ζ)'1 strongly (see Kato [2], VIΠ-§1.1). Consequently, we see
that U
n
(t) also converges to U(t) strongly.
The purpose of this note is to give some precise estimate showing the con-
vergence rate of sequences {(A^ζ)'1} and {U
n
(t)} . As is easily seen, A
n
 is m-
accretive even if A is only accretive and densly defined. Section 1 is concerned
with this point. In Section 2 we consider the approximation of the resolvents.
It will be shown that (A
n
-{-ζ)~l converges to (A-\-ζyι uniformly. The approxi-
mation of the semigroups is treated in Section 3. In general, it can not be
expected that U
n
(t) converges to U(t) uniformly. But the convergence is proved
to be uniform if U(t) can be extended holomorphically into a sector |arg t\ <ω
for some 0<ω^τr/2. In this case A is nothing but an w-sectorial operator.
1. Preliminaries
Let H be a Hubert space. Then a linear operator A with domain D(A) and
range R(A) in H is said to be accretive if
Re (Au, w) ^  0 for every u <Ξ D(A) ,
or equivalently if
\\(A+ξ)u\\^ξ\\u\\ for all u£ΞD(A) and |>0 .
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It is well known that R(A-\-ζ)=H either for every ξ >0 or for no £>0; in the
former case we say that A is m-accretive. A linear w-accretive operator in H
is closed and densely defined. Conversely, a densely defined and closed linear
accretive operator in H is m-accretive if and only if so is its adjoint.
Now let A be a densely defined and closed accretive operator in H, and A*
be its adjoint. Then A* A is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator in H and D(A*A)
is a core of A (see Kato [2], Theorem V-3.24). Denoting by (A*A)l/2 the square
root of A* A, we have
(A*Ay/2u= — Γ ξ-l/2(A*A+ξ)-lA*Audξ , u<=D(A*A) .
7Γ Jθ
Noting that \\Au\\2=(Au, Au)=(A*Au, u)=\\(A*A)^u\\2 for u^D(A*A), we
see that A is relatively bounded with respect to A* A with relative bound 0.
Namely, for any £>0 there exists a constant C
ε
>0 such that
\\Au\\^6\\A*Au\\ + C
ζ
\\u\\, u<=ΞD(A*A).
So, it follows that for w=l,2, ~,A
n
= — A*A-\-A is m-accretive (see Yosida
n
[7]). Consequently, for every v^H there exists a unique u
n
^D(A*A) such that
(1.1) —A*Au
n
+Au
n
+u
n
 = v, n^l .
Lemma 1.1. For the {u
n
} we have the estimate
\l/2(1.2) ||H,_MJ|^_
V 2 m n
Proof. It follows from (1.1) that
±u
n
-
 l
 u
m
] u
n
-u
m
)
n m ' > / •
Since ^4 is accretive, we have
m
m
κ
mn/ 2 \n m
Assuming that m^ny we obatin (1.2). Q.E.D.
Proposition 1.2. Let A be a densely defined and closed linear accretive
A*Aun
n
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operator in H, and un be defined by (1.1). Then A is m-accretive if and only if
for any v^H, \\Aun\\ is bounded as n tends to infinity.
Proof. First suppose that ||-4wJ| is bounded in n. Since A is accretive, it
suffices to show that R(A-\-\)—H. We see from Lemma 1.1 that un->u^H.
Again from the boundedness of \\Aun\\ it follows that u^D(A) and Aun-~Au
(we denote by-*weak convergence; cf. Okazawa [5], Lemma 2.1). Now let
/1 \ 1w€ΞD(A). Then (—A*Au
n
, w) = —(Au
n J Aw)—>0 (n—>°o). Since\n / n
is also bounded by assumption, and since D(A) is dense in H, it follows that
—A*Au
n
-^Q. So, we obtain from (1.1), v=(A-}-l)u, which implies R(A-\-l)=
n
H.
Conversely, suppose that A is m-accretive. Then A* is also m-accretive and
Re(~A*Au,Au)^Q for Au<=D(A*).
\n i
Therefore, —A*.
n
\\Autt\\^\\v\\, n^l.
Theorem 1.3. Let Abe a densely defined and closed linear accretive operator
in H, and B be a linear accretive operator in H. Assume that D(A)<^.D(E) and
there exist nonnegative constants a and b<\ such that
(1.3) \\Bu\\^a\\u\\+b\\Au
Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
\
—A*Au
n
+Au
n
n
2
=SIMI 2. So, we obtain
Q.E.D.
( i ) For any v^H, \\Au
n
\\ is bounded as n tends to infinity, where u
n
 is
defined by the equation
(1.4) ±-A*Au
n
+(A+B)u
n
+u
Λ
 = v, v^H, n^l;
n
(ii) A+B is m-accretive
(iii) A is m-accretive.
Proof. First we note that A-\-B is a closed linear accretive operator in H
and is relatively bounded with respect to A*A with relative bound 0. So, (1.4)
makes sense and the proofs from (i) to (ii) and (iii) to (i) are almost the same as in
Proposition 1.2.
Now we show that (ii) is equivalent to (iii). By (1.3) we can find the con-
stants a' and i'<l such that \\Bu\\2^a'\\u\\2+b'\\Au\\2. Adding 2Re(^w, Bu)
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to the both sides of
||^
we obtain
where al=a'β, &1=(ό'+l)/2<l. So, we can write
Q^Re(Au, (A+B)u)+al\\u\\2 > u<=D(A+B) = D(A) .
This implies that A+B is m-accretive if and only if A is m-accretive (cf. [6],
Theorem 1.4). Q.E.D.
The following corollary is a slight generalization of the well known Kato-
Rellich theorem (see e.g. Kato [2], V-§4.1).
Corollary 1.4. Let Ay B be two symmetric operators in Hy with D(A) c D(B).
Assume that there are nonnegative constants a and b<l such that for all u^D(A)y
\\Bu\\ ^a\\u\\+b\\Au\\. Then A+B is self adjoint if and only if A is self adjoint.
Note that by relative boundedness assumption A+B is closed if and only
if A is closed (see Kato [2], Theorem IV-1.1).
2. Approximation of the resolvents
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, we consider the
approximation of the resolvent for a linear m-accretive operator in a Hubert
space. In the second part, the same problem is considered for a linear m-
sectorial operator, the definition of which will be given there.
2.1. m-accretive case
Let A be a linear m-accretive operator in a Hubert space H. Then A* is
m-accretive and we have
Re(A*Au, Au)^Q for utΞD(A*A)c:D(A) .
This implies that A
n
= — A*A-{-A is also m-accretive (see e.g. [4] or [5]). Let
n
ζ be a complex number with Ref>0. Then for every v^H there exist
u
n
(ζ)ξΞD(A*A) and u(ζ)(=D(A) such that
(2.1) A
n
u
n
(ζ)+ζu
n
(ζ) = v , i i^l,
(2.2) Au(ζ)+ζu(ζ) = v .
Lemma 2.1. Let u
n
(ζ), u(ζ) be as above. Then
(2.3) Reζ\\u(ζ)-u
n
(ζ)\\ \\Au(ζ)\\*,
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Proof. It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that
ζ[u(ζ)-u
n
(ζ)] = -[Au(ζ)-Au
n
(ζ)]+±A*Au
n
(ζ) .
So, we obtain
Re ζ\\u(ζ)-u
n
(ξW ^ -Re (A*Au
n
(ζ), u(ξ)-u
n
(ζ))
n
Now, ||^4M(f)|| is estimated as follows:
\\Aa(ξ)\\^\\(A+iImt)u(ς)\\+\Imς\\\ιι(ζ)\\
Thus, we have proved the following
Theorem 2.2. Let A be m-accretiv
Then for every ζ with Ref>0, (A
n
-\-ζ)~l converges uniformly to (A-\-ζ)~l:
 e in H, and set A
n
=—A*A + A, n^l.
n
,(Re ζ )J/2
Now let 0<α<l, and A* be the fractional power of A. Using the in-
equality of moments (see Krein [3], I-§5), we obtain
Corollary 2.3. Let Ay An be as in Theorem 2.2. Then
\\A [(A+ς)-*-(A
n
+ς)-*]\\ = Oίn-o-"*), n-oo .
Assuming further that l/2<α<l, we have an estimate for the fractional
powers of the resolvents :
2.2. m-sectorial case
A linear accretive operator A in H is said to be sectorial with a vertex 0 and
a semi-angle π/2— ω, where 0<ω^τr/2, if eiθA is also accretive for — ω^θ^ω.
Namely, A is sectorial if the numerical range of A is a subset of the sector
largξΊ ^τr/2— ω:
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If eiθA is m-accretive for all \ θ \ f j ω, then A is said to be m-sectorial with a vertex
0 and a semi-angle τr/2—ω, and then the contraction semigroup {U(t)} generated
by — A can be extended holomorphically into the sector |argί |<ω. In this
connection, we note that for any £>0,
(2.4)
Now let A be a linear m-sectorial operator with a vertex 0 and a semi-angle
τr/2— ω. Then ^4M= — A*A+A is also m-sectorial with the same vertex and
n
semi-angle (uniformly in n), and satisfies the inequality (2.4) with A replaced by
A
n
. Let ζ be a complex number with |arg ζ\ ίg— -fω— 6. Then for any v^H
there exist u
n
(ζ)(ΞD(A*A) and u(ζ)(ΞD(A) such that (2.1) and (2.2) hold.
Lemma 2.4. Let u
n
(ζ), u(ζ) be as above. Then we have
(2.5) (\ζ
 Sm€)\\u(ζ)-
Proof. It suffices by (2.3) to show that (2.5) holds for π/2— 8 ^  |arg ξ\ ^
π/2+ω-S. It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that ξ[u(ζ)-u
n
(ζ)] = - [Au(ζ)~
A
n
u
n
(ζ)]. Let θ be a real number such that Og(9^ω, and set ξ=
Then we can write
= -[e-»Au(ζ)-e-»A
n
u
n
(ζ)}.
Since e~iθA is accretive for \θ\ ^ ω, we see that
( I ς I sin £)| |«(r)-«.(f )| I2 Re (e-i'A*Au
n
(ζ), u(ζ)-u
n
(ξ))
1
"
2
,
00
^ I \Au
n
(ζ}\ I 2 .
2w
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5. Let u
n
(ξ), u(ζ) be as in Lemma 2.4. Then
(2.6) \\Au
n
(ς)\\^(l+^-\\v\\, n^l,
\ sin £ 7
(2.7)
2
Proof. Since \\Au
Λ
(£)\\^\\A,ftJ(ξ)\\, we obtain
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sin 8
where we have used (2.4) with A replaced by A
n
. In the same way we can
prove (2.7). Q.E.D.
Combining (2.5) with (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain
Theorem 2.6. Let A be m-sectorial with a vertex 0 and a semi-angle τr/2—ω,
and set A
n
=—A*A+A, n^l. Then for any £>0 there exists a constant
n
such that
1 \T —
(2.8)
REMARK 2.7. The estimate (2.8) is an abstract version of some particular
case of the result obtained by Friedman (see [1], Theorem 2.2 and the note after it).
The following example is extracted from [1].
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let Ω be a bounded domain of class C4 in RN. Let A= — Δ
(Δ=Laplacian) with D(A) = H2(Ω)nH10(Ω,). Then A is a positive definite
selfadjoint operator in L2(Π), and A
n
 = — Δ2-Δ with D(A
n
)=D(A2) =
n
{u^D(A)\ Au(ΞD(A)}. Consequently, (2.8) holds with ω=πβ.
3. Approximation of the semigroups
3.1. m-accretive case
Let A be a linear m-accretive operator in a Hubert space H, and {U(t)} be
the contraction semigroup generated by —A. Then for every UQ e D(A),
u(t)= U(t)uQ is a unique solution of the Cauchy problem for the equation
(3.1) duldt+
with the initial condition u(0)= UQ.
Set A
n
=~A*A+A, n^l.
n
vertex 0 and a semi-angle arctan (n/2). In fact, let u^D(A*A). Then
 Then A
n
+8 ε^— is m-sectorial with a
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Denoting by (U
n
(t)} the semigroup generated by — A
n
, U
n
(f) is holomorphic in
some sector containing the positive real axis. Therefore, for every u^H,
u
n
(t)= U
n
(t)u satisfies the equation
(3.2) (dldt)u
n
(t)+A
n
u
n
(t)=G, f>0.
Lemma 3.1. Let u^H and £>0. Then for u
n
(t)= U
n
(i)u we have
(3.3) \\Au
n
(t)\\^\\Au
n
(s)\\ , o<ί£f.
Proof. First we note that | \Au
n
(s)\ \ ^  \ \A
n
u
n
(s)\\ = \ \(djds)u
n
(s)\\ . Since u
n
(s)
is holomorphic in s, we obtain
(dldή\\Au
n
(sW = ~2Re (A
n
u
n
(s),
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.2. Letu0<=D(A)andt>0. Letu(t)=U(t)u0andun(t)=Un(t)uΰ.
Then | |^M
a
(ί)il^ll^«oll, ί>0, and
/2
n
Proof. It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that
(dlds)\\u
n
(s)-u(s)\\2 = -2Re(A
n
u
n
(s)-Au(s), u
n
(s)-u(s))
^ -*- Re (A*Au
n
(s), «,(*)-«(*))
n
^±\\Au(s)\\2-±\\Au
n
(s)\\*, ί>0.
n n
Since ||^M(i)|| = ||i7(i)Ji/0||^||^M0||, we see from (3.3) that
M n
Hence we obtain ||MB(ί)-w(ί)||2+^-|μMΛ(ί)ll2^-ί-|l^oll2 , ί>0 .W W Vj A^ A-'-
The following corollary corresponds to Corollary 2.3.
Corollary 3.3. Let u
n
(t), u(t) be as in Theorem 3.2. Then
\\A«[u
n
(t)-u(t)]\\ = Ofr-w") , n-+oo ,
where A"y 0<α<l, is the fractional power of A.
3.2. m-sectorial case
Let A be a linear m-sectorial operator with a vertex 0 and a semi-angle
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τr/2— ω, and (U(t)} be the holomorphic semigroup generated by —A. Then
U(t) is given by the contour integral:
(3.4)
where Γ is a curve running, in the sector |arg ξ\ <τr/2+ω, from ooe~iφ to °°£ίφ
with φ=τr/2+ω— £.
Set A
n
=-±-A*A+A> n^l, and let {Un(t)} be the holomorphic semi-
n
group generated by — A
n
. Then U
n
(t) is also given by (3.4) with U and A
replaced by U
n
 and A
n
, respectively.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be m-sectorial with a vertex 0 and a semi-angle τr/2— ω,
and set A
n
=-^-A*A+A, n^l. Let {U(t)}, (U
n
(t)} be the semigroup generated
n
by —Ay —An, respectively. Then Un(t) converges uniformly to U(ΐ):
(3.5) \\U(t)-U
u
(t)\\£ -^= -^ ,
v n v \t\
furthermore
(3.6) dU(t)_dU.(t)
dt dt
M
 '
V n \t\ 3/2
Proof. Since we can write
£7(0-17^) =
it follows from (2.8) that
V n V \t\
To obtain (3.6) it suffices to note that
^ = Λ t ^ (A+ξΓdξ. Q.E.D.
at Zπt Jr
Now let/(ί) be a H-valued Hoelder continuous function on [0, oo), and set
v(t) = Γ U(t-s)f(s)ds .
Jo
Then v(t) is a unique solution of the Cauchy problem for the equation dvjdt+
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Av(t)=f(t), £>0, with the initial condition ^(0)=0. The same assertion holds
for »„(*)=(' U
n
(t-s)f(s)ds (see e.g. [2], Theorem IX-1.27).
Jo
Corollary 3.5. Let v(t), v
n
(t) be as above. Then we have
/ t V/2(3.7) \\v(t)-v
Λ
(t)\\g2MΛl-} sup||/(ί)||.
\ n I °5J5<
In fact, it follows from (3.5) that
['\\U(t-s)-Uj(t-s)\\ \\f(s)\\dsJo
n Jo
REMARK 3.6. (3.7) corresponds to the estimate (4.6) in Theorem 4.1 of
Friedman [1].
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